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assembled graphene hydrogel-based anodes for
bioelectrochemical systems
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In this work, we report a simple and scalable method to produce high efficiency 3D graphene-based

electrodes (GH) for bioelectrochemical systems. GH were obtained by self-assembly of graphene oxide,

through slow reduction with ascorbic acid over conductive mesh-works (carbon cloth and stainless-

steel). The GH structure and composition were characterised by electron microscopy (SEM) and

spectroscopy (FTIR and Raman), whereas the electrodes' performance was tested by

chronoamperometry and cyclic voltammetry in a microbial electrolysis cell (MEC) inoculated with a pure

culture of G. sulfurreducens. The hydrogel had a broad pore size distribution (>1 mm), which allowed

bacterial colonisation within the framework. The macro-porous structure and chemical properties of the

hydrogel rendered a higher bacterial loading capacity and substrate oxidation rate than other

carbonaceous materials, including different reported graphene electrodes, which significantly increased

MEC performance.
1 Introduction

Bioelectrochemical systems (BES) permit the extraction of
energy from microbial anaerobic respiration. These systems
are based on electrogenic microorganisms, such as bacteria of
the genus Geobacter, that are capable of transferring electrons
extra-cellularly during respiration.1,2 Basically, these bacteria
oxidise organic compounds, such as acetate, in the cytosol and
obtain energy catalysing the transference of the electrons
through a respiratory chain to a solid nal acceptor outside the
cell, such as Fe(III) oxides. This nal step is accomplished
through extra-cellular electron transfer mechanisms (EET),
which include direct-contact between the bacterial cell and the
electron acceptor through outer-membrane proteins (cyto-
chromes), diffusion of soluble electron shuttles (e.g. avins,
quinones, phenazines) and electron transport through the
extra-cellular biolm matrix (organic compounds synthesised
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by the microorganisms). These EET have been described in
detail and extensively reviewed.3,4

Notably, it has been demonstrated that electrogenic bacteria
can use these EET to transfer electrons to an electrode.5 The
current thus generated can produce useful work in a microbial
fuel cell (MFC)6 or can be used for the production of valuable
products in the cathode. For example, microbial electrolysis
cells (MEC) are bio-catalysed electrolysis reactors employed in
the production of hydrogen.7 Currently, BES represent a prom-
ising sustainable green technology to turn organic pollutants
present in wastewater into a renewable source of energy.8–10

Additionally, a new generation of BES emerged, applied to
desalination,11 electrosynthesis12 and remediation of complexly
contaminated sediments.13,14 Interestingly, there is growing
evidence of the efficiency of BES in the treatment of refractory
pollutants, such as pyridine (commonly found in several
industrial wastewaters),15 chloramphenicol16 and azo dye.17

However, the development of BES technology has been
hampered by different factors, such as a low rate of charge
transfer to the electrodes.

In most BES, like MFC and MEC, the anode potential
inuence the cellular respiration similarly to the concentra-
tion of a soluble electron acceptor. Therefore, respiration will
occur only at a certain potential, where the anode accepts
electrons from the microorganisms and determines their
respiration rate.18 In order to achieve a high energy output
with minimal potential losses, electrogenic microorganisms
should produce a high current density at a low anode potential
(the closest possible to the redox potential of the substrate
RSC Adv., 2018, 8, 26755–26763 | 26755
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being oxidised). Improving BES performance requires the
structural and material optimisation of the electrode. The
optimised structure should increase the active surface area
available for bacterial colonisation, while the electrode
composition should improve the bacteria-electrode affinity
interactions and the catalysis of the electron transfer process.

Recently, graphene has been proposed as a suitable mate-
rial for electrode applications in MFC.19 Graphene is a single-
atom-thick two-dimensional (2D) carbon nano-structured
material, where the sp2 hybridisation of all bonds across the
sheet gives rise to interesting and unique properties, such as
high mechanical strength, exibility, thermal and electrical
conductivity, large specic surface area and stability.20,21

Currently, there are many methods to prepare graphene, such
as chemical vapour deposition (CVD), liquid phase exfoliation,
mechanical exfoliation, molecular assembly and epitaxial
growth.22 The graphene product obtained by each of these
methods has different qualities, differing in dimension,
shape, type and amount of defects, which strongly affect the
properties of the material. In addition, the scale of graphene
production also depends on the method of synthesis
employed. For the preparation of graphene based electrodes
for MFC application, different strategies have been applied.
Thin-lms of graphene sheets used as anodes of MFC, oper-
ated with different bacterial species, demonstrated high bio-
compatibility and a good power performance.23,24 However,
2D structures have limited bacterial loading capacity. In
addition, the stacking between individual sheets into multi-
layered graphene, caused by van der Waals attractions from
the basal planes, largely reduces the intrinsic specic area, the
conductivity and the mechanical strength of individual gra-
phene sheets.

An effective approach to overcome these problems is the
synthesis of three-dimensional (3D) graphene architectures,
such as hydrogels, foams and sponges.25 Yong et al.26 have
synthesised macro-porous free-standing graphene foam by
CVD, employing a nickel foam as substrate, to build anodes for
MFC. This architecture substantially increases the electrode
surface. However, due to the scarcity of polar organic groups
on the surface of the high-quality graphene obtained by CVD,
this electrode did not provide anchoring points for bacteria
attachment and therefore, it had to be functionalized to
provide a signicant bacterial loading capacity.

In this work, we present a simple and scalable wet method
to prepare graphene hydrogel (GH) based electrodes for BES
applications. The assembly of the electrodes involved the
chemical preparation of graphene oxide akes (GO) according
to the Tour's method,27 followed by a slow reduction with
ascorbic acid over different conductive mesh-works, such as
carbon cloth (GH-CC) and stainless-steel (GH-SS). These elec-
trodes were tested in single chamber MECs based on Geobacter
sulfurreducens, a model electrogenic bacteria. With no func-
tionalization step, our three-dimensional macro-porous
design promoted a high BES performance due to bacterial
colonisation of the whole electrode framework and a faster
substrate oxidation rate.
26756 | RSC Adv., 2018, 8, 26755–26763
2 Materials and methods
2.1 Media and bacteria growth conditions

All the bioelectrochemical assays were performed using Geo-
bacter sulfurreducens. G. sulfurreducens growth medium con-
tained (per litre): 0.1 g of KCl, 1.5 g of NH4Cl, 0.6 g of NaH2PO4,
2.5 g of NaHCO3, 10 ml of vitamin mix and 10 ml of trace
mineral mix (Sigma-Aldrich).28 The medium was adjusted to pH
6.8, sterilised and ushed with N2 : CO2 (80 : 20) to remove
oxygen. Sodium acetate (30 mM) served as the electron donor
and as the carbon source and sodium fumarate as the electron
acceptor (40 mM). Cells were cultured at 30 �C. Steady-state cells
were anaerobically transferred to the electrochemical cell (10%
inoculum) at the moment of inoculation.

2.2 Hydrogel synthesis

Graphene hydrogels (GHs) were produced by self-assembly of
GO through chemical reduction of the aqueous GO sheets over
different conductive mesh-works: plain carbon cloth (CC) or
a 304 stainless steel mesh (SS, mesh 50). The GO akes were
prepared according to the Tour's method.27 A 9 : 1 H2SO4/H3PO4

mixture was prepared. In an Erlenmeyer ask 1.0 g of graphite
akes (Sigma-Aldrich) and 6.0 g KMnO4 (Cicarelli) were mixed
together. Then 133 ml of the H2SO4/H3PO4 mixture were poured
over the solids. The reaction mixture was then heated to 50 �C
with mechanical agitation for 12 h. The reaction mixture
quickly took a greenish colour and aer several hours it turned
brown and very thick. Then it was allowed to cool to room
temperature and was poured slowly over a mixture of crushed
ice (120 g) and 30% H2O2 (3 ml). The obtained yellow suspen-
sion was ltered, then the lter cake was washed and ltered
successively with 100 ml distilled water, 100 ml 10% HCl
(Cicarelli), 2 times 100 ml EtOH (Cicarelli) and nally the solid
was coagulated with EtO2 (Cicarelli), ltered, allowed to dry in
the hood overnight and placed in the oven at 45 �C for 1 hour.
The GO suspension was prepared at concentrations of 6.0 mg
ml�1 in deionised sterile water with 1 h of ultrasonication. The
biggest aggregates (a very little amount) were separated by 3
cycles of 60 min centrifugation at 4000 rpm, with collection of
the supernatant and the solid residues trashed away.

2.3 Preparation of electrodes

The GH electrodes were prepared as follow: a 0.6 cm diameter,
8 cm long glass tube was tapped on the bottom side with
a rubber cap. A 6 cm-longmesh (a 0.6 cm-wide band in the case
of CC or a 0.6 cm-wide tube in the case of SS) was introduced in
the tube, then 6 ml of an ascorbic acid (AA) and GO solution
(AA–GO solution, prepared by dissolving 5 mass equivalent of
ascorbic acid in aqueous GO at 6 mg ml�1) was poured into the
tube (approximately 5 cm of the mesh was submerged in the
solution). Then the top of the tube was sealed with a rubber
cap and placed in oven at 40 �C for 60 h. During this time, the
brownish GO colloid turned to a black rGO hydrogel. The
rubber cap was removed and the glass tube containing the gel
was placed in a beaker with excess distilled water for washing
out over 72 h, replacing the water 3 times every 24 h. Lastly the
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
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electrode was pushed away from the tube and the upper part of
the mesh not submerged into the GO was electrically con-
nected by a crocodile clip to the electrochemical circuit. The
resulting materials were used as anodes in MECs. For
comparison purposes, pristine CC or SS meshes of comparable
size without GH, and a solid graphite rod (constructed from
bars of 0.4 cm in diameter and 10 cm in length), were also used
as anodes in control experiments. The graphite rods were
polished with sandpaper (P1000 grit), thoroughly rinsed with
distilled water and sonicated in a bath (1 minute, 3 times).
Additional control experiments in the absence of bacteria were
performed. Three independent experiments were performed
for each electrode type.
2.4 MEC design and operation

The MECs consisted of sterile anaerobic glass single-chamber
cells (200 ml) with three electrodes, where the prepared elec-
trodes served as working electrode, a coiled platinum wire was
used as counter electrode and a Ag/AgCl electrode was used as
reference electrode. The cells were lled with culture media,
ushed continuously with N2 : CO2 (80 : 20) and operated in
an incubator at constant temperature (30 �C) and stirring. The
working electrode was poised at +240 mV vs. Ag/AgCl
(PGSTAT101 potentiostat, Metrohm AG) and the MECs were
inoculated with 10% stationary-phase cultures of G. sulfurre-
ducens. Sodium acetate (30 mM) was provided as the electron
donor, and no electron acceptor other than the electrode was
present in the MEC. The MECs were changed from batch to
continuous mode 24 h aer inoculation, with a hydraulic
retention time of 24 h. The current intensity was recorded for
10 days.
2.5 Electrochemical measurements

Cyclic voltammetry (CV) was performed scanning the potential
between +240 mV and �550 mV starting from 240 mV
(PGSTAT101 potentiostat, Metrohm AG). The scan rate was
1 mV s�1. CVs were performed without stirring and without gas
ushing. CVs were run before each inoculation. CVs were also
performed over mature biolms before the end of the experi-
ment, in turnover (in the presence of acetate) and non-turnover
conditions (in the absence of acetate). Thus, for non-turnover
conditions G. sulfurreducens mature biolms were starved (the
electrolyte was replaced with a medium that lacked acetate)
until catalytic features were signicantly reduced (less than 10%
of maximum current density remained).
2.6 Scanning electron microscopy

Electrodes were xed in glutaraldehyde 2.5% over-night, dehy-
drated by immersion in a series of ethanol solutions (40, 60, 80,
and 100% ethanol in ultra-pure water), critical point dried, and
sputtered with gold for the observation by SEM. Samples were
observed in a FEI-NOVA Nano SEM at an accelerating voltage of
5 kV.
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
2.7 Raman spectroscopy

Raman spectra of samples of GH (excluding the supporting
meshes) were acquired with a Lab Ram HR Evolution, Jobin
Yvon, Horiba Scientic Raman Spectrometer, using a 633 nm
Laser, 250 hole, 600 grooves per mm grid. 100� objective, and
a 800 cm�1 to 3200 cm�1 spectral range, except stated other-
wise. The laser power at the source was set to 2 watts (or 30 A
current) and internal lter were used to attenuate the out
coming power. Except stated otherwise, usual spectra acquisi-
tion conditions were: 4 accumulations of 60 s each, at 1%
transmitted laser power, with other setting as previously stated.
Other studied conditions were 1%, 5%, 10% laser power; 2 or 4
accumulations.
2.8 Fourier transformed infrared spectroscopy

Samples of GH were collected aer critical point dried and
grinded with KBr, and then compressed into thin pellets. The
FTIR spectra were obtained on a Fourier Transform Infrared
Spectrometer (Spectrum 400-Perkin-Elmer).
3 Results and discussion
3.1 Performance of GH anodes in MEC

The performance of the electrodes was analysed in terms of the
material stability and current generation during MEC
operation.

The mechanical stability of the bio-electrodes is very
important for its long-term operation. Manipulation and stir-
ring may cause irreversible damage or detachment of substan-
tial portions of the electrode, shortening its durability.
Comparing our two models, GH-SS and GH-CC, the former
showed a higher durability since the core of the hydrogel is
protected wrapped behind the mesh. On the other hand, since
in GH-CC the hydrogel is laid on the carbon cloth, it was more
prone to detachment during normal operation. For this reason,
although our two electrodes showed similar performances in
terms of current generation, GH-SS was preferred for long-term
MEC operation.

No current generation was appreciated aer 240 h of oper-
ation of the MECs operated with the pristine meshes, CC and
SS, in the presence of bacteria, as well as in any of the MECs
operated in the absence of bacteria (data not shown). Therefore,
the performance of the GH electrode, in terms of current
production, was compared to that of a graphite rod (gr), one of
the most employed electrode materials in BES.

The results of current generation, in the presence of bacteria,
are shown in Fig. 1 as the anodic (oxidation) current density,
considering the geometric area of the portion of the electrodes
submerged in the electrolyte. This calculation does not take into
account neither the porosity of the materials nor the electro-
active surface area. However, considering that the oxidation
reaction is carried out inside the microorganisms, these
parameters do not necessarily represent proper markers of
available surface for catalysis. For example, since the size of
a typical bacterium is 0.5–3.0 mm, increasing the specic surface
RSC Adv., 2018, 8, 26755–26763 | 26757



Fig. 1 Amperometric response of graphite rod (gr) and graphene
hydrogel-based (GH-SS) working electrodes as a function of time,
during G. sulfurreducens biofilm growth, under +240 mV vs. Ag/AgCl
applied potential. The plotted data are the mean of three independent
experiments performed for each electrode type (—). The Boltzmann fit
was performed with QtiPlot software and is shown for each electrode
(- - -). Current density was calculated considering the geometric area
of the portion of the electrodes submerged in the electrolyte.
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area of the electrode does not imply a proportional increase in
the surface area available for bacterial colonisation.

GH-SS displayed a better performance than gr, reaching
a current density approximately three times higher.

The current density evolved likewise for GH-SS and gr, in
a manner resembling bacterial growth curves: a lag phase for
cell attachment and initial colonisation, followed by a fast
exponential growth phase, which indicated that the electrogenic
bacteria were transferring electrons to the anode as a result of
intra-cellular acetate oxidation, and a stationary phase where
the current stabilised and thus the biolms were considered
mature. The lag phase of GH-SS as well as gr lasted z 40 h,
during this period cells go through an adaptation process from
using a soluble (fumarate) to a solid electron acceptor and begin
the biolm development by secreting exo-polymeric substances.
The exponential phase was longer for the GH-SS than the gr,
suggesting that GH is capable of sustaining the growth of
a higher number of bacterial cells. Accordingly, 1.5 vs. 0.8 mg of
protein per cm2 were extracted in alkali for GH-SS and gr
respectively (determined by Bradford method29).

To further understand the impact of the material on the
biolm behaviour, we tted two different models to the
amperometries, shown in Fig. 1.

First, a logistic model (eqn (1)) was applied on the assump-
tion that the lag, exponential and plateau phases observed for
the curves of current density vs. time parallel similar phases of
the biolm growth.30,31

qðtÞ ¼ Max

1þ exp

�
4mðl� tÞ
Max

þ 2

� (1)

Thus, m (the tangent in the inection point) reects the
bacterial maximum growth rate; l (the x-axis intercept of this
tangent) is the lag time and Max (the asymptote) represents the
carrying capacity, the maximum population size that the envi-
ronment can sustain. The m and Max values are signicantly
higher for GH-SS (m ¼ 3.8 � 10�2 mA cm�2 h�1 and Max ¼ 2.7
26758 | RSC Adv., 2018, 8, 26755–26763
mA cm�2) than gr (m ¼ 1.3 � 10�2 mA cm�2 h�1 and Max ¼ 0.8
mA cm�2), while l are very similar (62.3 h and 59.5 h for GH-SS
and gr, respectively). Considering that all the electrochemical
cells were operated at the same conditions (inoculum size,
temperature, culture media, HRT), a possible explanation of
these results is a promoting effect of GH-SS on the biolm
metabolism that affects the growth or substrate oxidation rate.
As discussed later, Fig. 5 shows that in our electrodes GH
exposes a considerable amount of hydrophilic groups which
could enhance its wettability26 and proton transport, and thus
improve bacteria-electrode connection and metabolic rates.

An alternative explanation is that GH-SS exposes a larger
active surface capable of being colonised by the microorgan-
isms. It is worth mentioning that the effective electrode area
depends on the geometry of pores and bacteria, the number of
actual contacts per microorganism, which in turn may be
affected by chemical characteristics of the material. Thus, the
current physical methods employed to estimate solvent exposed
areas are of little avail in our case. Therefore, as stated before,
the geometric area of the electrode was employed to calculate
the current density in the amperometries. But, as shown later by
SEM images Fig. 4, bacteria are able to reach intimately the
porous structure of GH, consequently the actual active surface
could be much greater for GH-SS and the current density
overestimated.

To address these hypothesis, we also tted a Boltzmann
equation (eqn (2)) to the amperometries.32

qðtÞ ¼ Max

1þ exp

�
t50 � t

q

� (2)

In this equation, Max is the highest current achieved and the
slope (q) at the inection point (t50) is independent of the
number of bacteria, and reects an intrinsic growth rate.
Applying this model, similar slopes were expected if the only
difference between GH and gr were the amount of active surface
and the biolms were growing at the same rate. From the q

values obtained (17.7 and 15.0 mA cm�2 h�1 for GH and gr,
respectively), GH shows a higher slope suggesting that both,
physicochemical and active surface contributions, could
explain its increased bacterial loading capacity and better
performance.

Finally, we estimated the rate of acetate consumption and
supply under continuous operation in our MECs. Considering
the following equation for acetate metabolic oxidation, eqn (3),

1/8CH3COO� + 3/8H2O / 1/8CO2 +

1/8HCO3
� + H+ + e� (3)

bacteria produce 1 Coulomb per 1.29 mmol of acetate. There-
fore, the rates of acetate consumption, calculated at the highest
current production are 46.4 vs. 29.0 mmol h�1 for GH and gr,
respectively. Since the inow of acetate is 2.5 mmol h�1, we
conclude that our MECs operate at excess of acetate even if the
efficiency of acetate to electrons conversion is bellow 100%.
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
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Interestingly, considering the electrodes bacterial loading
previously mentioned (1.5 vs. 0.8 mg of protein per cm2 for GH-
SS and gr, respectively), we calculated that the acetate
consumption rate per mg of protein is 1.6 times higher for GH-
SS than gr (7.8 vs. 4.7 mmol h�1 per mg of protein, respectively).
An equal acetate consumption rate per mg of protein would
have been expected if the only difference between GH-SS and gr
was the increased active surface, which allowed a higher
bacterial loading capacity. Instead, this nding supports the
hypothesis that the GH chemical properties favours the acetate
oxidation reaction.
Fig. 3 SEM images of the electrodes surfaces after MEC operation in
the presence of a pure culture of G. sulfurreducens: in (A) GH-SS and
(B) gr: a dense biofilm was observed over the electrode surface; while
in (C) SS and (D) CC only a few cells were found adhered to the
electrodes surface.
3.2 Macro-porous structure of GH anodes and electrogenic
biolm establishment

The presence of G. sulfurreducens biolms in GH anodes was
conrmed at day 4 of MEC operation as a characteristic red
coating over the electrode surface (Fig. 2).

SEM images of the electrodes surface at the end of the
experiments showed that dense biolms grew over GH dis-
playing heterogeneous pillar structures, similarly to graphite
rod (gr) control electrodes (Fig. 3A and B). Only a few bacteria
were adhered to the SS and CC pristine meshes (Fig. 3C and D),
explaining the absence of a signicant current production for
these electrodes.

Cross-sectional SEM images of GH without bacteria (Fig. 4A
and B) revealed a hierarchical pore structure, with a broad size
distribution of interconnected porous, typical of freeze-dried
graphene hydrogels.33 This structure is the result of the partial
overlapping of the exible graphene sheets during the hydrogel
formation. Cross-sectional SEM images of GH taken at the end
of the experiments revealed a thick layer of cells (>50 mm) on the
graphene facing the electrolyte (Fig. 4C). As observed in Fig. 4D,
graphene sheets seem to be intercalated between the rsts
layers of cells of the biolm. Bacteria were found along the
entire GH framework (Fig. 4E). However, the core of the elec-
trode was not clogged with microorganisms, probably because
the pore sizes of the carbon material range in the order of
bacteria dimensions, which might prevent a denser bacterial
growth. This situation might improve substrate diffusion and
ion transport within the electrode and therefore bacterial
catalysis, as well as bacteria-electrode direct interaction and
charge transfer. Pili-like laments were present along the thick
biolm (Fig. 4F). Pili are required for optimal biolm
Fig. 2 Graphene hydrogel-based working electrode (GH-SS, stainless
steel) at the end of the MEC operation. The red coating of the elec-
trode is the G. sulfurreducens mature biofilm.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
development and for the establishment of an electrical
connection with extra-cellular electron acceptors, promoting
long-range electrical transfer.34–36

Therefore, GH has an enhanced active area per electrode
volume capable of increasing the bacterial loading capacity. GH
electrodes were able to sustain the development of dense and
thick electrogenic biolms over its surface and inside its
framework, favouring an enhanced current production as
observed in Fig. 1.
3.3 Chemical characteristics of GH anodes and bacterial
interaction

Despite the chemical reduction step, a common feature of rGO
is the presence of oxygen-containing functional groups, such as
hydroxy, carboxy or epoxy groups.37 Some of these oxygen-
containing functional groups are present in GH, as deter-
mined by FTIR and Raman spectroscopy (Fig. 5). The FTIR
spectrum of GH before MEC inoculation presented an absorp-
tion band at 3200–3600 cm�1, characteristic of –OH groups; an
absorption band at z 1690–1760 cm�1, attributed to the C]O
bond; and C–O vibrations at z900–1200 cm�1. Finally, the
skeletal vibration of C]C is observed at z 1620–1680 cm�1. In
Raman spectroscopy, the G band (atz1582 cm�1) is associated
with bond stretching of the sp2 carbon pairs, while the D band
(atz1350 cm�1, absent in high quality graphene) is observed in
all sp2 disordered carbon materials, and thus high D/G ratios
indicate higher ordered in the material.38 Interestingly, in our
experiments, GH was further reduced during the MEC opera-
tion as observed in the FTIR (Fig. 5A) as well as Raman spectra
(Fig. 5B, D/G ¼ 1.70 vs. 2.05 before and aer operating the MEC
respectively). This reduction of GH can be attributed to bacterial
RSC Adv., 2018, 8, 26755–26763 | 26759



Fig. 4 Cross-sectional SEM images of graphene hydrogel-based electrode before (A and B) and after (C–F) MEC operation in the presence of
a pure culture of G. sulfurreducens. (A) Graphene hydrogel cross-sections at (A) low and (B) high magnifications, where the macro-porous
structure and pore sizes of the material can be appreciated. (C) Graphene face in contact with the bulk electrolyte after MEC operation, where
a thick layer of cells can be observed. (D–F) Highermagnification of (C): in (D) graphene sheets can be distinguished between bacterial cells; in (E)
bacterial cells were present in the entire GH framework; in (F) pili-like filaments were observed along the thick biofilm (some of them are pointed
by arrows).

26760 | RSC Adv., 2018, 8, 26755–26763 This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
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Fig. 5 (A) FTIR and (B) Raman spectroscopy of GH before (—) and after
(- - -) MEC operation in the presence of a pure culture of G.
sulfurreducens.

Fig. 6 Cyclic voltammetry of graphite rod (gr) and graphene hydro-
gel-based (GH-SS) working electrodes recorded at a scan rate of 1 mV
s�1 in (A) turnover conditions (in the presence of acetate) and (B) non-
turnover conditions (in the absence of acetate). (C) First derivative
analysis of anodic scan from non-turnover conditions voltammogram
(obtained with the potentiostat controlling software, Nova-Metrohm).
CVs were performed at 240 h of MEC operation over mature biofilms,
where the maximum current density has been reached. The plotted
data are the mean of three independent experiments performed for
each electrode type.

Paper RSC Advances
activity since the irreversible electrochemical reduction of GO
occurs at �1039 mV vs. Ag/AgCl.39,40 Additionally, aer MEC
operation, a band at around 2900 cm�1 appeared in the FTIR
spectrum, consistent with the presence of alkyl groups abun-
dant in cellular membranes.41,42

The presence of hydrophilic functional groups in GH may
favour water adsorption onto the graphene sheets, preventing
them from re-stacking and stabilising a porous structure with
higher surface area. In addition, this feature, considered
a defect in graphene, might be benecial for bacterial-electrode
interaction.43 On the one hand, the formation of a biolm is
affected by multiple factors such as the surface topography,
charge and wettability, the amount of exo-polymer production
by the cells, and cell–cell signalling. It was suggested that
wettability enhances the connection between the bacteria and
the electrode by altering local polarity at their interface, and
extreme hydrophobicity makes high quality graphene unfav-
ourable for bacterial adhesion.26 On the other hand, it was re-
ported that the maximum current densities produced by
electrogenic biolms are limited by respiration inhibition due
to proton accumulation inside the biolm during the substrate
oxidation.44 It was demonstrated that in GO, hydrophilic sites
help to proton diffusion through hydrogen-bonding networks
along the adsorbed water lm, turning GO into a highly proton-
conductive material.45 Therefore, an enhanced proton conduc-
tion in GH containing some degree of oxygenated groups, might
enable a faster substrate oxidation, resulting in a faster current
production compared to gr, explaining the differences in the
slopes observed in the exponential phase of the amperometries.
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
3.4 Biolm electron transfer process in GH anodes

Electron transfer from the electrogenic microorganisms
towards the anode is coupled to energy conservation, where the
electrode functions as a solid electron acceptor during respi-
ration. A great variety of electron transport chains are found
RSC Adv., 2018, 8, 26755–26763 | 26761
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among microorganisms.46–48 It was observed that changes in
environmental conditions can trigger the expression of
a different EET in a bacteria.49 Most studies suggest that G.
sulfurreducens biolms grow on carbon-based anodes by means
of direct electron transfer employing two combined strategies:
the secretion of non-diffusing mediators (cytochromes) into the
biolm matrix and the production of conductive pili or nano-
wires that enable the connection between the cells and the
electrode.3

In order to gain insight into bacterial EET to the electrode
surface on GH-SS anodes, cyclic voltammetry (CV) was carried
out under different conditions. First, CV was performed at a low
scan rate (1 mV s�1) in the presence of acetate, so that the
enzymes that catalyse slow reactions can undergo multiple
turnovers at each sampled potential. The voltammograms of
both GH-SS and gr electrodes (Fig. 6A), indicate that G. sulfur-
reducens mature biolms behave as attached bio-catalysts with
heterogeneous electron transfer to the electrode, as previously
reported.50,51 Also, both voltammograms show the anodic scan
crossing under the cathodic scan at potentials higher than 0mV
vs. Ag/AgCl. This phenomenon has already been observed for
full-grown G. sulfurreducens biolms on a graphite cloth
anode.52 The catalytic process started in both electrodes at
z�490 mV. However, it was limited at �325 mV in gr and at
�100mV in GH-SS. This effect may be related to the hierarchical
pore architecture of the GH that allows a better substrate
diffusion inside the framework.

Under turnover conditions the high catalytic current recor-
ded by CV may obscure individual redox species that could
account for EET identication. Thus, CV was also performed in
non-turnover conditions (in the absence of acetate): the G. sul-
furreducens mature biolms were starved (the electrolyte was
replaced with a medium that lacked acetate) until catalytic
features were signicantly reduced (less than 10% of maximum
current density remained); then CV was performed at a low scan
rate (1 mV s�1). Fig. 6B shows voltamogramms of GH-SS and gr,
which display peaks associated with more than one redox
couple. Examination of the rst derivative of anodic scan from
Fig. 6B voltammogram, reveals that the potential of the oxida-
tion peaks is similar in both electrode materials (Fig. 6C) and is
consistent with cytochromes redox potentials.53 This result
suggests that the biolms in GH-SS and gr might employ the
same EET to transfer electrons to the electrode surface. We are
currently performing more experiments to conrm this.

4 Conclusions

Graphene hydrogel-based electrodes (GH) have been success-
fully prepared by self-assembly of graphene oxide through
chemical reduction over conductive meshes. The GH proved to
be suitable to develop dense and conductive biolms of Geo-
bacter sulfurreducens, and produces an outstanding current
density compared to commonly used gr as well as other re-
ported graphene-based electrodes.54 This result is attributed to
the large surface area and pore sizes, provided by the 3D macro-
porous structure of the GH, as well as the material chemical
properties, that renders a high bacterial loading capacity, and
26762 | RSC Adv., 2018, 8, 26755–26763
an enhanced mass transport and proton conduction, avoiding
thus saturation in the bacteria-mediated acetate oxidation
reaction. In conclusion, by coupling the electrode morphology
with composition modulation, the GH-SS design presented here
upgrades both the long-term stability and output performance
of MEC. Noteworthy, this performance was obtained in a cell
operated at continuous mode, which resembles a real waste-
water treatment coupled to energy production application.
Considering that the graphene production method employed in
this work allows the preparation of large quantities of graphene
and that the anode bio-process studied is shared by many of the
BES applications, the presented results turn GH into a prom-
ising material for the development of BES technology.
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